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 2 

Summary 25 

Eye position changes subtly even when perfect gaze fixation is attempted [1-5]. Such 26 

“fixational” eye movement comes in two primary flavors: microsaccades, which 27 

resemble large saccades [6-8] and rapidly shift gaze position by a minute amount; 28 

and ocular position drifts, which are even smaller and slower movements [1, 2, 4, 5, 29 

9-13]. The mechanisms for generating and influencing microsaccades have received 30 

much attention [6, 14, 15]. Despite contrary ideas in the past century, a now 31 

accepted property of microsaccades is that, like larger saccades, they are not 32 

random but are very systematically [16-24] and rapidly [19-21, 25, 26] influenced by 33 

peripheral as well as foveal visual stimuli, among other factors [14, 27]. In stark 34 

contrast, the brain mechanisms for controlling ocular position drifts are unknown; 35 

these movements continue to be thought of as random, often being modeled as 36 

random walk processes [28-32]. Here we used precise eye tracking in three well 37 

trained rhesus macaque monkeys to show that ocular position drifts can exhibit 38 

highly systematic stimulus-driven modulations in both speed and direction. These 39 

modulations have a very short latency, and they are stimulus-tuned, binocular, and 40 

independent of convergence responses or starting eye positions. Their amplitudes 41 

are sufficient to move images across individual cone photoreceptors in the fovea or 42 

multiple rod photoreceptors in some peripheral zones. Our results, coupled with 43 

evidence that drift statistics adapt to a variety of behavioral task constraints [13, 26, 44 

33-35], strongly motivate deeper research into the neurophysiological mechanisms 45 

controlling incessant ocular position drifts in between saccades. 46 

 47 

 48 

 49 

 50 
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Results 51 

Short-latency, stimulus-driven ocular position drift response 52 

We analyzed microsaccade-free fixation after a visual transient. In a first experiment, 53 

each monkey fixated a white spot over a gray background spanning approximately 54 

+/- 15 deg horizontally and +/- 11 deg vertically. At a random time, the display 55 

changed: one entire half (right or left) became black (split view stimulus); and a half-56 

circle of 0.74-deg radius around the fixated position remained gray, in order to 57 

maintain view of the stable fixation spot (Methods). In trials without microsaccades (-58 

100 to 200 ms from stimulus onset), a highly repeatable short-latency drift response 59 

occurred. This drift response is illustrated in Fig. 1A, B for monkey A, in which we 60 

tracked the left eye using the precise scleral search coil technique [36, 37]; the 61 

response measured in the two other monkeys, in which we measured right eye 62 

position, is shown in Fig. S1. Regardless of the tracked eye, and regardless of the 63 

steady-state stereotypical drift direction exhibited individually by a given monkey, 64 

there was always a robust upward position drift after stimulus onset. Importantly, it 65 

was clearly visible at the individual trial level (Figs. 1C, S1C, I). In one monkey (N), 66 

this upward drift response was sometimes initiated first by a much more short-lived 67 

and downward shift of eye position (of very small magnitude) before the flip to the 68 

upward drift (Fig. S1G-L). 69 

 70 

We statistically assessed the onset and duration of the drift response in each monkey 71 

by computing 95% confidence intervals (Methods) around the average eye velocity 72 

traces. When the 95% confidence intervals between the stimulus and control velocity 73 

traces did not overlap for at least 20 consecutive milliseconds, we deemed the 74 

velocity response to be significant. In monkey A, the upward velocity pulse started at 75 

~80 ms and lasted for ~60 ms (Fig. 1B). These values were ~60 ms and ~90 ms, 76 
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 4 

respectively, for monkey M (Fig. S1B) and ~70 ms and ~100 ms, respectively, for 77 

monkey N (Fig. S1H). Note that Figs. 1A, S1A, G also show significance intervals for 78 

the eye position traces for completeness, although these provide a more 79 

conservative estimate of response onset time (Methods). 80 

 81 

 82 
 83 
Figure 1 Short-latency, stimulus-driven ocular position drift response. (A) Vertical eye position (+/- 84 
s.e.m. bands) after split view stimulus onset. Compared to the no-stimulus condition (gray), the eye 85 
drifted upwards with short latency after stimulus onset. This happened for both right and left darkness 86 
stimuli (the two panels). We vertically aligned all starting eye positions at time 0 before averaging trials, 87 
to highlight the systematic change in eye position shortly after stimulus onset. (B) Same data as in A 88 
but for vertical eye velocity. A clear velocity pulse (much slower than that of microsaccades/saccades) 89 
is visible. (C) Individual trials demonstrating the drift response. The vertical position of each curve was 90 
jittered across the shown trials to facilitate visibility. (D) When we included progressively longer intervals 91 
of saccade-free fixation, we confirmed that the drift response (e.g. B) is transient. (E, F) Relative to 92 
starting eye position at stimulus onset, the drift response was predominantly vertical, but the horizontal 93 
component of eye position was also stimulus-dependent. Error bars in F denote s.e.m. The trajectories 94 
in E are two-dimensional plots of the average curves in A, F. All pink lines on x-axes indicate intervals 95 
in which the 95% confidence intervals of the two compared curves did not overlap. Also see Figs. S1, 96 
S2.  97 
 98 

 99 

In all three monkeys, the drift response consisted of a predominantly upward velocity 100 

pulse reaching a peak speed of ~33-45 min arc/s, or ~0.55-0.75 deg/s (Figs. 1B, D, 101 

S1B, D, H, J) and a resultant displacement of ~2-3 min arc, or 0.034-0.05 deg (Figs. 102 

1A, S1A, G). Such speeds and displacements are well within the detectability ranges 103 
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 5 

of the visual system. For example, foveal cone photoreceptor separation in the 104 

rhesus macaque retina is ~1 min arc [38], and rod photoreceptor density can be even 105 

higher in the rod peak region [39]. Thus, the stimulus-driven drift response clearly 106 

modulates input images to the visual system. 107 

 108 

The drift response was also transient: when we considered longer periods of 109 

saccade-free fixation, we did not notice increasing durations of drift response. 110 

Instead, the eye velocity “pulse” subsided, and eye position reverted back to its 111 

steady-state drift direction that was prominent, and stereotyped, in each monkey 112 

(Figs. 1D, S1D, J). 113 

 114 

The drift response also showed horizontal direction dependence on the stimulus 115 

properties. In all three monkeys, the horizontal component of the eye movement 116 

during the drift pulse was systematically biased by the side of darkness (Figs. 1E, F, 117 

S1E, F, K, L): the upward drift tilted rightward when the darkness was on the right of 118 

gaze and leftward when it was on the left, and these results were statistically 119 

significant (pink intervals on all relevant x-axes of plots; Methods). The horizontal 120 

component of eye position therefore reacted to the spatial position of the luminance 121 

transient. This was our first evidence that the drift response can be stimulus-specific, 122 

a property that we revisit below. 123 

 124 

The drift response is neither an eye tracking artifact nor a convergence reflex 125 

We considered the possibility that the stimulus-driven drift response was part of a 126 

near reflex triad (convergence, accommodation, and pupil constriction) [40]. For 127 

example, the luminance transient may have been perceived by the monkey as a 128 

change in depth plane. However, this is unlikely to explain our observations: the 129 
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 6 

horizontal bias as a function of stimulus appearance (e.g. Fig. 1E, F) occurred 130 

regardless of whether we tracked the right (monkeys M and N) or left (monkey A) 131 

eye. For example, if the drift was part of a convergence movement, it would not be 132 

biased rightward when tracked in the right eye (monkey M). We also explicitly tested 133 

for convergence in a later experiment, described below, in which we measured eye 134 

movements binocularly. 135 

 136 

Our results also cannot be explained by variations in pupil diameter, which can cause 137 

artifactual eye drift measurements in video-based eye trackers [41-46]; in all of our 138 

analyses, we measured eye position using scleral search coils. Moreover, pupillary 139 

responses to stimulus transients exhibit significantly slower dynamics [47, 48]. To 140 

confirm this, we performed a control experiment in which we explicitly measured pupil 141 

diameter in one monkey (A) using a video-based eye tracker. Using a stimulus 142 

manipulation in which the upward drift response was clearly visible in the (left) eye 143 

(tracked with a scleral search coil), simultaneous measurement of pupil diameter in 144 

the other eye (tracked with a video-based eye tracker; Methods) revealed that the 145 

pupillary constriction caused by stimulus onset occurred later than the ocular position 146 

drift response (Fig. S2). It was futile to look for the drift response in the right eye, 147 

confirming that video-based eye trackers are not capable of resolving such small 148 

detail [41, 45, 46]. 149 

  150 

The drift response is a binocular eye movement 151 

To directly investigate the convergence question, we next implanted one monkey (M) 152 

with a second scleral search coil, this time in the left eye. We could therefore 153 

measure binocular movements simultaneously. The monkey performed a new task in 154 

which we avoided a prolonged period of darkness in half of the display. Instead, the 155 
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monkey steadily fixated with the original gray background. Then, for only one display 156 

frame (~8 ms), we flipped the luminance of the gray screen to black before it returned 157 

to gray again (Methods). We still observed a similar drift response (Fig. 2A, C). 158 

Importantly, the drift response occurred in both eyes simultaneously (Fig. 2A, C), and 159 

the horizontal component of eye position did not show an appreciable convergence 160 

response of similar magnitude (Fig. 2B, D). We confirmed this statistically; in a time 161 

interval capturing the drift response (50-140 ms), there was no statistically significant 162 

difference between right and left peak vertical or peak horizontal eye velocity 163 

(p=0.249, Z=1.15 for vertical and p=0.8321, Z=0.21 for horizontal; Wilcoxon rank sum 164 

test). Therefore, the stimulus-driven drift response (Figs. 1, S1, 2) is a binocular eye 165 

movement phenomenon that is independent of a convergence response. 166 

 167 

 168 
 169 
Figure 2 The drift response is a binocular eye movement. (A) Vertical eye position from monkey M 170 
during simultaneous measurements of the right and left eyes. The upward drift response (for a brief ~8 171 
ms black flash covering the whole display) occurred binocularly. Note that this response superseded the 172 
monkey’s stereotypical baseline slow upward drift, which was much slower (each monkey had a 173 
stereotypical baseline drift direction; Figs. 1, S1). (B) Horizontal eye position showed no evidence of 174 
convergence. (C, D) Same data with vertical and horizontal eye velocity, respectively. The drift response 175 
(C) was not associated with a convergence response (D). The lack of horizontal pink lines on the x-axes 176 
of C, D confirm that both eyes moved similarly. (E) In monkey A, we confirmed that the same paradigm 177 
(brief black flash) was still sufficient (bluish curve) to cause an upward drift response. When we switched 178 
the flash to white (reddish curve), the drift response still occurred. (F) Monkey M also showed a drift 179 
response for a white flash. Error bars in all panels denote s.e.m., and pink lines on the x-axes show 180 
periods in which the 95% confidence intervals of the two compared curves did not overlap. Also see Fig. 181 
S3. 182 
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 183 

 184 

Naturally, we also tested a second monkey (A) on this new black fixation flash 185 

paradigm (albeit monocularly), and we still observed the drift response (Fig. 2E, 186 

bluish curve). Therefore, the drift response is not a peculiarity of the split view 187 

stimulus, and it still occurred in two monkeys under a completely different protocol. 188 

 189 

The drift response is not the same as a steady-state up-shift in gaze in darkness 190 

We next asked whether our observations were related to a previously reported 191 

steady-state upward eye position deviation in darkness [49-51]. After all, our split 192 

view stimulus introduced substantial darkness (in an already dark laboratory), and 193 

the fixation flash paradigm (Fig. 2A-D) also introduced darkness, although for just a 194 

fleeting moment. To test this, we ran the same two monkeys (A and M) on a third 195 

condition in which the entire display went from gray to white instead of black (again, 196 

for only ~8 ms; Methods). For both white and black flashes, a similar stimulus-driven 197 

transient ocular position drift response occurred (Fig. 2E, F). Statistically, peak eye 198 

velocity was significantly higher with black than white flashes in both monkeys 199 

(p=4.2x10-14, Z=7.55 for monkey A and p=4.3x10-5, Z=4.09 for monkey M; Wilcoxon 200 

rank sum test). 201 

 202 

The drift response is feature-tuned 203 

A significant swath (i.e. low spatial frequency) of luminance transience seemed 204 

necessary for the drift response. We did not observe the short-latency response as 205 

strongly with small localized targets briefly flashed to the right or left of fixation (Fig. 206 

S3). Our earlier experiments [26] also only revealed a later position modulation than 207 

the drift response being characterized in the current study. 208 
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 209 

Given that visual responses in oculomotor areas like the superior colliculus (SC) 210 

preferentially represent low spatial frequencies [52], we therefore wondered whether 211 

the ocular position drift response could exhibit tuning to spatial frequency. We 212 

replicated the same full-screen flash paradigm in one monkey (M) but now with 213 

different spatial frequencies (0.55-6.8 cycles/deg; cpd). We saw clear preference for 214 

low spatial frequencies in the drift response, both in response latency and magnitude 215 

(Fig. 3A). To confirm this statistically, we searched for peak eye velocity in the 216 

interval 80-140 ms after stimulus onset (Fig. 3). We then characterized peak eye 217 

velocity and peak eye velocity latency as a function of spatial frequency using a 218 

Kruskal-Wallis test. There was an effect of spatial frequency on both peak velocity 219 

(p=2.2x10-16, c2(4)=79.49) and peak velocity latency (p=3.1x10-17, c2(4)=83.56). Post-220 

hoc tests revealed that the drift response was earliest (adjusted p<9.3x10-8 against 221 

all other spatial frequencies) and strongest (adjusted p<0.0021 against the third to 222 

fifth spatial frequencies) for the lowest spatial frequency. With our split view stimulus 223 

and display geometry (tested in all three monkeys), the effective spatial frequency 224 

was even lower than 0.55 cpd, and the drift response appeared to be the strongest 225 

(Figs. 1, S1). Therefore, the ocular position drift response not only occurs early 226 

enough to reflect potential effects of early sensory responses in the oculomotor 227 

system (e.g. SC visual bursts; [52]), but it is also sensitive to stimulus specifics. In 228 

fact, when we ran yet another experiment with grating orientation, rather than spatial 229 

frequency, the drift response of the same monkey was again altered, and it displayed 230 

a form of orientation tuning (Fig. 3B; p=0.01, c2(4)=11.0 for peak velocity and 231 

p=0.0004, c2(4)=18.5 for peak velocity latency; Kruskal-Wallis test). Thus, ocular 232 

position drifts are sensitive, with short latency, to stimulus transients and their image 233 

features. 234 
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 235 

 236 

 237 
 238 
Figure 3 Stimulus tuning of the ocular position drift response. (A) We replaced the full-screen flash 239 
of Fig. 2 with a vertical grating of different spatial frequencies (Methods). The upward velocity pulse 240 
depended on spatial frequency; it occurred earlier, and had stronger amplitude, for low spatial 241 
frequencies. This is reminiscent of visual neural activity in the superior colliculus, an important 242 
oculomotor control circuit [52]. (B) Similarly, when we fixed spatial frequency and altered grating 243 
orientation, the drift response was also modulated. Ocular position drifts are therefore sensitive to 244 
stimulus manipulations. Error bars denote s.e.m. 245 
 246 

 247 

The drift response happens at a time of complete saccade inhibition and is 248 

independent of starting eye position 249 

In all of our analyses above, we isolated the properties of the drift response by 250 

analyzing saccade-free epochs. However, in reality, saccades could still occur even 251 

in our fixation paradigms. We therefore now considered the trials in which fixational 252 
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microsaccades did occur. We found a remarkably complementary nature between 253 

the timing of microsaccades and the timing of the ocular position drift response. 254 

Specifically, it was long known that microsaccade likelihood decreases dramatically 255 

shortly after visual transients [18, 20, 25, 53-55]. We replicated this finding in all of 256 

our three monkeys, and we also compared the timing of the drift response to the 257 

timing of such saccadic inhibition (Fig. 4A-F; split view stimulus). The drift response 258 

occurred when it was least likely to observe microsaccades. Moreover, the drift 259 

response could still occur with nearby microsaccades before or after it (Fig. 4G-I). 260 

This also happened in our other tasks (e.g. Fig. S4). Even though the mechanisms of 261 

(micro)saccadic inhibition are still debated, we recently hypothesized that sensory 262 

transients in the oculomotor system (e.g. SC) play a particularly important role [25]. 263 

The stimulus dependence of the ocular drift response (e.g. Fig. 3) and its timing 264 

relative to saccadic inhibition (and indeed relative to the timing of early sensory 265 

responses in the oculomotor system [52]) suggest that the ocular drift response is 266 

mechanistically linked to the circuits mediating saccadic inhibition; and particularly to 267 

the short-latency visual responses in these circuits. Future neurophysiological 268 

experiments will have to directly test this hypothesis. 269 

 270 
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 271 
 272 
Figure 4 The drift response starts when saccades are inhibited. (A-C) Our monkeys exhibited 273 
known saccadic inhibition [18, 20, 25, 53-55] after stimulus onset (split view condition shown; Fig. S4 274 
shows the fixation flash condition). Error bars denote 95% confidence intervals. (D-F) In the same 275 
sessions, saccade-free fixation epochs (no saccades from -100 to 350 ms) showed the ocular position 276 
drift response (error bars denote s.e.m.). The timing of this drift response was linked to the timing of 277 
saccadic inhibition (individual dots show individual trial rasters of microsaccade onset times from A-C). 278 
The drift response started when microsaccades were inhibited. (G-I) When we combined A-C and D-F, 279 
we found that even when microsaccades occurred near the time of drift response (i.e. before or after 280 
with shorter saccade-free epochs than in D-F), the drift response could still occur (in G, two curves are 281 
missing because they had <10 trials due to the prolonged saccadic inhibition profile in A). Error bars in 282 
D-F denote s.e.m. Also see Figs. S4-S6. 283 
 284 

 285 

 286 

Finally, we checked whether the drift response could still occur with different starting 287 

eye positions. We divided trials based on eye position being above or below median 288 

vertical eye position across trials (Methods), and the same upward drift response was 289 

present (Fig. S5 shows these results from the black fixation flash paradigm in 290 
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monkeys A and M). And, the drift response was too small to even elicit corrective 291 

downward microsaccades after it occurred: there was no clear bias for downward 292 

microsaccades after the drift response (Fig. S6). 293 

 294 

Discussion 295 

Our results demonstrate that slow fixational drift eye movements are systematically 296 

influenced by visual transients. These results motivate much deeper 297 

neurophysiological investigation of drift eye movement control, especially given that 298 

these eye movements are incessant and modulate the spatio-temporal statistics of 299 

input images to the visual system [32, 56, 57]. Classic brainstem neurophysiological 300 

studies of the oculomotor system (e.g. reviewed in [58]) are too coarse to provide the 301 

mechanistic insights necessary for explaining our observations. They need to be 302 

revisited with the perspective of understanding millisecond-by-millisecond tiny 303 

deviations of eye position during fixational drift. 304 

 305 

Visual representations also need to be considered. Given the temporal transience of 306 

the drift response and its dependence on spatial frequency, it is likely that visual 307 

responses in oculomotor circuitry play a role. One possibility is that low spatial 308 

frequency stimuli increase the spatial uncertainty of intended gaze position. It is 309 

conceivable that such increased uncertainty, coupled with over representation of the 310 

upper visual field in the SC [59], as well as earlier visual bursts for upper visual field 311 

locations, results in transient upward drift responses. That is, increased spatial 312 

uncertainty increases the size of the active population of neurons, and if more 313 

neurons represent the upper visual field [59], then the transient response would be 314 

biased in the upward direction. Indeed, the SC influences eye position [60]; what 315 

remains is to understand whether instantaneous SC activity landscapes, in 316 
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cooperation with the deeper brainstem, can explain instantaneous variations in 317 

fixational eye position. This would suggest fairly high level central nervous system 318 

control of these eye movements. 319 

 320 

  321 
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Methods 493 

 494 

Ethics approvals 495 

We tracked eye movements in 3 male rhesus macaque monkeys trained on 496 

behavioral eye movement tasks under head-stabilized conditions. The experiments 497 

were part of a larger neurophysiological investigation in the laboratory. All procedures 498 

and behavioral paradigms were approved by ethics committees at the 499 

Regierungspräsidium Tübingen, and they complied with European Union directives 500 

on animal research. 501 

 502 

Animal preparation and laboratory setup 503 

Monkey N was 12 years old at the time of the experiments; monkeys A and M were 504 

6-9 years old. Each monkey was initially implanted with a titanium head holder under 505 

aseptic surgical conditions, as described earlier [33]. In a subsequent procedure, 506 

each monkey was additionally implanted with a scleral search coil in one eye (left for 507 

monkey A and right for monkeys N and M), in order to allow precise eye tracking 508 

using the magnetic induction technique [36, 37]. For some experiments in monkey M 509 

(e.g. Fig. 2), we also tracked eye movements binocularly. In this case, we performed 510 

an additional procedure to implant a search coil in this monkey’s other eye. Eye coil 511 

implant procedures in our laboratory were described in detail earlier [33]. 512 

 513 

The laboratory setup consisted of a cathode ray tube (CRT) display placed in front of 514 

the monkey in an otherwise dim room. The display subtended approximately +/- 15 515 

deg horizontally and +/- 11 deg vertically when the monkey fixated at its center, and it 516 

had a 120 Hz refresh rate. The monkey’s head was surrounded by a cube generating 517 

electromagnetic fields for eye tracking (Remmel Labs). When we performed 518 
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pupillometry (e.g. Fig. S2), we placed a video-based eye tracking camera (EyeLink 519 

1000, desktop mount; SR-Research, Ontario, Canada) in front of the monkey under 520 

the CRT display. The eye tracking software output eye positions and pupil diameters 521 

(of the right eye) for synchronization with our existing real-time experiment control 522 

system, described in [21, 33]. 523 

 524 

All experiments involved initially fixating a white fixation spot over a gray background. 525 

The luminance of the gray background was 29.7 cd/m2. The luminance of the white 526 

fixation spot was 86 cd/m2. When we presented black stimuli, the luminance was < 527 

0.02 cd/m2. For all other stimuli (e.g. spatial frequencies), the details of the stimuli are 528 

provided below. Display resolution (~34-36 pixels/deg) was always higher than the 529 

Nyquist limit associated with the highest spatial frequency stimulus that we tested, 530 

and the display was linearized and calibrated before the experiments. 531 

 532 

Behavioral tasks 533 

Experiment 1 was called the split view stimulus paradigm. The monkey fixated a 534 

small white spot (approximately 5 x 5 min arc) presented over a gray background 535 

[33]. After an initial fixation interval (approximately 500-1400 ms), a stimulus onset 536 

occurred, which had the following properties. The stimulus onset was marked by 537 

turning one entire half of the display (right or left, randomly picked across trials) to 538 

black until the end of the trial (approximately 500-2000 ms after stimulus onset). The 539 

vertical edge associated with such a split view stimulus was gaze-contingently [21, 540 

26, 33] updated, such that the edge between the light and dark regions of the retinal 541 

image was experimentally stabilized in real time relative to the fovea. This gaze-542 

contingent image manipulation was relevant for other aspects of the task that are 543 

beyond the scope of the current analyses, especially because the current study 544 
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focuses on time periods that are too short-lived to be affected by whether we used 545 

retinal image stabilization of the split view stimulus or not. To maintain visibility of the 546 

fixation spot despite the half-display of darkness that went right down its middle, we 547 

additionally enforced a kind of foveal sparing of the split view stimulus. Specifically, 548 

for a circle of radius 0.74 deg centered on instantaneous gaze position, we 549 

maintained background luminance even for the half of the circle that resided in the 550 

darkened half of the display (i.e. the circle was not split into a dark and bright half like 551 

the rest of the split view display). The fixation spot was always visible and always 552 

stable in the display (i.e. did not move gaze-contingently). We also interleaved 553 

control trials in this experiment that had identical timing; however, in this case, there 554 

was never a stimulus onset on the display (i.e. the monkey simply fixated steadily 555 

until trial end with no visual transients at all). We analyzed 5193, 2156, and 3860 556 

trials in this experiment from monkeys M, A, and N, respectively. Typically, we 557 

collected 150-330 trials per session and repeated the experiment across multiple 558 

sessions. 559 

 560 

Experiment 2 was called the black fixation flash experiment. Each monkey fixated a 561 

white spot over a gray background like in Experiment 1. After an initial fixation 562 

interval (approximately 550-1800 ms after initiating fixation), the entire display turned 563 

black for one single display frame (~8 ms duration given our 120 Hz refresh rate) 564 

before returning to its original state. Therefore, for one display frame, the fixation spot 565 

was rendered momentarily invisible. However, such a short duration of fixation spot 566 

occlusion is not expected to affect the eye movements that we analyzed (e.g. the drift 567 

response that we observed in this experiment was similar to that in Experiment 1 with 568 

a continuously visible fixation spot; see Results). In other control conditions in this 569 

experiment, we interleaved trials in which either no flash occurred at all, or in which 570 
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the single frame flash was now a flash of a localized square of 1 x 1 deg dimensions 571 

centered at 2.1 deg horizontally either to the right or left of the fixation spot. The 572 

flashed square was also black, and the fixation spot was still visible in this case 573 

(because the flash did not occlude it). This experiment was similar to one we used 574 

recently under smooth pursuit conditions [61]. We analyzed 1671 and 1837 trials 575 

from monkeys M and A, respectively, in this experiment. 576 

 577 

In our third experiment, we replicated Experiment 2 but with white rather than black 578 

flashes (the white fixation flash paradigm). We analyzed 5191 and 3112 trials from 579 

monkeys M and A, respectively, in this experiment. 580 

 581 

Finally, Experiments 4 and 5 tested spatial frequency and orientation tuning, 582 

respectively, of the ocular position drift response in monkey M. We repeated the 583 

fixation flash paradigms described above. However, instead of full-screen black or 584 

white flashes, we presented a full-screen grating of a given stimulus property for 585 

approximately 260-700 ms. Across trials, we varied the spatial frequency 586 

(Experiment 4) or the orientation (Experiment 5) of the presented grating. There were 587 

no control or localized flash trials in these new experiments. Instead, we exploited the 588 

available numbers of trials to collect by varying the stimulus properties being tested 589 

across trials. For spatial frequency tuning, we tested 5 different spatial frequencies 590 

across trials (0.55, 1.1, 2.2, 4.2, and 6.8 cycles/deg; cpd). For orientation tuning, we 591 

tested 4 different orientations (vertical, 45 deg clockwise from vertical, horizontal, and 592 

45 deg counterclockwise from vertical). Grating contrast was always maximal 593 

(100%). Also, across trials, we picked from two different grating phases (one in which 594 

the grating was white at the center of the display, near the fixation spot, and one in 595 

which the grating was black at the center of the display; i.e. a phase difference of p 596 
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from the other condition). We analyzed 9967 trials from the spatial frequency 597 

manipulation and 9856 trials from the orientation manipulation. 598 

 599 

To test for the relationship between the ocular position drift response and pupillary 600 

constrictions associated with stimulus onset, we measured pupil diameter in monkey 601 

A (Experiment 6). We ran the monkey on a variant of the fixation flash tasks that we 602 

knew would evoke a drift response (i.e. a full-screen flash of a visual pattern 603 

consisting of a high-contrast vertical grating). We confirmed such a drift response by 604 

measuring eye position using a scleral search coil. Simultaneously, we analyzed 605 

pupil diameter using a video-based eye tracker, and we analyzed variations in pupil 606 

diameter as a function of time from stimulus onset. This allowed us to relate the 607 

pupillary constriction response after stimulus onset to the ocular position drift 608 

response that we report in this study. Note that the video-based eye tracker was not 609 

suitable to detect the drift response in the same eye for which we measured the 610 

pupil. That is why we tracked the other eye with a scleral search coil. That is, we 611 

exploited our observation that the drift response is a binocular phenomenon (Fig. 2). 612 

We could have measured the pupil diameter in the coil eye, but our initial intent was 613 

to measure the drift response binocularly (with a coil in one eye and a video-based 614 

eye tracker for the other). However, it quickly became clear that the video-based eye 615 

tracker was simply not suitable for properly measuring the drift response, consistent 616 

with prior observations in the literature [41-43, 45, 46]. We analyzed 6203 trials from 617 

this comparison. 618 

 619 

 620 

 621 

 622 
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Data analyses 623 

We detected saccades and microsaccades using established methods in our 624 

laboratory [33, 62]. We also manually inspected all trials to ensure correct detection, 625 

and to also remove blinks. 626 

 627 

To analyze our drift responses, we considered only trials in which there were no 628 

saccadic or blink events within an interval starting from -100 ms relative to stimulus 629 

onset and ending at +200 ms relative to stimulus onset. In additional control 630 

analyses, we extended this so-called saccade-free interval forward in time in steps of 631 

50 ms until +350 ms after stimulus onset. That is, in the longest analysis interval that 632 

we considered, there were no saccadic or blink events between -100 ms and 350 ms 633 

from stimulus onset. 634 

 635 

To absolutely ensure that we excluded any possibility of saccadic eye speeds (for 636 

even the smallest microsaccades) that might bias our measurements of average eye 637 

position across trials, we added one extra step after saccade detection, just as a 638 

sanity check: we inspected all accepted trials based on saccade detection and the 639 

above interval, and we ensured that eye velocity profiles did not have any clear 640 

outliers above the levels expected from ocular position drifts and measurement noise 641 

for a given session and monkey. This ensured that even rare electronic artifacts 642 

(lasting for only 1 ms or so) in scleral search coil measurements were not corrupting 643 

our ocular position drift interpretations. 644 

 645 

We summarized the drift response properties by averaging eye position or velocity 646 

traces for a given stimulus type. When averaging eye positions, we aligned traces 647 

horizontally on stimulus onset time and vertically on the eye position that existed at 648 
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this time. This way, we could observe the drift responses regardless of the absolute 649 

eye position that existed at trial onset. In other analyses (e.g. Fig. S5), we explicitly 650 

considered the effect of absolute eye position. Specifically, in each session, we 651 

estimated the trial-to-trial variance of eye position (due to fixational eye movements) 652 

at the time of stimulus onset (we averaged the final 50 ms of eye position data right 653 

before stimulus onset in each trial, and the across-trial distribution provided an 654 

estimate of fixation variability). Then, we considered only trials above the median 655 

vertical eye position across the population or only trials below the median vertical eye 656 

position. We then pooled the above-median and below-median populations across 657 

sessions to increase the numbers of observations (and, therefore, the statistical 658 

confidence of our results). For presentation in Fig. S5 of these median split data, we 659 

still aligned the eye positions at the time of stimulus onset as we did for the other 660 

figures (see above). This allowed us to directly demonstrate that the drift response 661 

was the same in timing and amplitude whether the starting eye position was below or 662 

above median eye position. 663 

 664 

For analyzing microsaccades, we estimated microsaccade rate as a function of time 665 

from stimulus onset using similar methods to our earlier work [18, 25]. Briefly, we 666 

used a running window of width 80 ms, during which we estimated rate as the 667 

average number of movements observed per time window (and normalized to a unit 668 

of movements per second) [18]. We then stepped the window forward in time, in 669 

steps of 5 ms, starting from -300 ms and ending at +600 ms relative to stimulus 670 

onset. 671 

 672 

We also checked whether the drift response happened when a nearby microsaccade 673 

still occurred (e.g. Fig. 4G-I). To do this, we binned trials based on the timing of 674 
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microsaccades. For example, we looked for trials in which there was a microsaccade 675 

(or more) occurring up to a time of, say, +50 ms after stimulus onset. Then, we 676 

plotted saccade-free eye velocity after this time to look for the drift response. We 677 

used a similar procedure for other times earlier than +50 ms. For microsaccades after 678 

the drift response, we used a similar procedure. For example, we checked if there 679 

was a microsaccade (or more) starting from a time of, say, +225 ms after stimulus 680 

onset (i.e. after the ocular drift response). In this case, the drift response occurred 681 

earlier, so we plotted saccade-free eye velocity up to the time of, say, +225 ms. 682 

 683 

To further relate microsaccades to the ocular drift response, we investigated whether 684 

the first microsaccade after the drift response was biased downwards in direction 685 

(e.g. to compensate for the predominantly upward drift response). We used the 686 

following procedure. In all of our saccade-free trials in the standard interval of -100 687 

ms to +200 ms relative to stimulus onset, we searched for the first microsaccade to 688 

occur after this interval. We then plotted the angular distribution of this first 689 

microsaccade and related it to the control data without any stimulus onsets, but with 690 

the same analysis workflow of saccade-free fixation between -100 ms and +200 ms 691 

(Fig. S6). 692 

 693 

For pupil diameter measurements, our data acquisition system output analog 694 

voltages proportional to pupil diameter values calculated by the video-based eye 695 

tracker. We stored digitized measurements of these voltages in synchrony with our 696 

stimulus events, and that is why we reported these measurements using arbitrary 697 

units in Fig. S2. We used the average pupil diameter in the final 100 ms before 698 

stimulus onset in a given trial as the baseline measurement. We subtracted this 699 

baseline measurement from all pupil measurements within the trial. Then, we 700 
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averaged across trials. This allowed us to display the relative change in pupil 701 

diameter after stimulus onset (again, in arbitrary units). We ensured that we analyzed 702 

saccade-free epochs of pupil diameter, like we analyzed the ocular position drift 703 

responses in all other experiments. We measured saccades in both the video-based 704 

eye tracker signal as well as the other eye, which was tracked with a scleral search 705 

coil. This way, our analyses of pupil diameter dynamics after stimulus onset were 706 

comparable to the analyses of saccade-free ocular position drift responses that we 707 

report in this study. For the linear fits in Fig. S2, we used a piece-wise linear model to 708 

estimate the onset of the smooth ocular drift response or the onset of the pupil 709 

constriction. This approach is the same as that used for smooth pursuit eye 710 

movements earlier [63]. 711 

 712 

Finally, because we were dealing with very subtle eye position effects even in no-713 

stimulus controls (e.g. Fig. 2A), we first confirmed that potential electronic drifts for 714 

our scleral search coil system cannot explain our results, and we did this before 715 

performing any of the analyses above. Specifically, sometimes, scleral search coil 716 

systems might exhibit a subtle drift in eye position calibration during the course of a 717 

given session (i.e. across tens of minutes or even hours). To confirm that such a 718 

potential technical artifact was too slow (if it existed at all) to account for even the 719 

baseline no-stimulus drift pattern of a given monkey in our data (e.g. Fig. 2A), we 720 

compared such baseline drift speed (which we deemed physiological) to any 721 

potential electronic drifts in eye tracker calibration across trials within a session. To 722 

do this, we measured average eye position in the final 30 ms before stimulus onset 723 

(including sham stimulus onset in control conditions). We then plotted this 724 

measurement as a function of trial number. Given the trial durations, this allowed us 725 

to estimate an “electronic drift speed” measure. When it existed, this electronic drift 726 
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speed was at least an order of magnitude slower than baseline no-stimulus drift 727 

speeds of our monkeys. We are, therefore, confident that our results are 728 

physiological drifts of eye position, and not measurement artifacts. 729 

 730 

Statistics 731 

We used descriptive statistics throughout the study. All figures show and define error 732 

bars. We also did not show any average curves having fewer than 10 repetitions, 733 

because such few repetitions were deemed unreliable; this is the reason for the 734 

missing two curves in Fig. 4G in relation to the similar panels of Fig. 4H, I (saccades 735 

were simply too rare due to the saccadic inhibition shown in Fig. 4A). Typically, we 736 

had many more numbers of repetitions than 10, as shown in the insets of the figures. 737 

 738 

To estimate temporal parameters such as the onset time of an ocular drift response, 739 

we compared measurements on trials with a stimulus onset to corresponding control 740 

trials without any stimulus onset. For each of the stimulus or control populations of 741 

repetitions, we estimated the 2x s.e.m. bounds (i.e. approximately 95% confidence 742 

intervals) surrounding the mean measurement. We then marked all time points in 743 

which such 95% confidence intervals of the two compared curves did not overlap. 744 

This was done using pink horizontal lines on all relevant x-axes in all figures. Due to 745 

noise (particularly in differentiated eye velocity measurements), there could be 746 

individual milliseconds or pairs of milliseconds in which there was no overlap 747 

between the 95% confidence intervals. We still displayed these time points in all 748 

figures. However, we consider a significant difference as one in which the 95% 749 

confidence intervals do not overlap for at least 20 consecutive milliseconds. 750 

 751 
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We used the above procedures on either eye position or eye velocity independently, 752 

and we include results in all figures for both eye position and eye velocity curves. 753 

Because eye velocity computations necessarily involve some smoothing operation to 754 

regularize the noise associated with numerical differentiation, they introduce some 755 

temporal blurring of signals (both backwards and forwards in time). On the other 756 

hand, lack of overlap in the 95% confidence intervals of position traces would be too 757 

conservative, because it would estimate a later onset of the drift response (velocity is 758 

more sensitive than position for detecting onset of smooth eye movements). We 759 

therefore elected to show in the figures all statistical comparisons independently for 760 

both eye position and eye velocity traces, for the sake of completeness. In this 761 

regard, the position results can be considered to be conservative estimates of drift 762 

response onset time, whereas the velocity results can be considered to be slightly 763 

more liberal estimates. Numbers (e.g. p-values) reported in the text were based on 764 

eye velocity statistics, because eye velocity also allowed estimating the duration of 765 

the drift response (the end of which being when the eye velocity curve returned back 766 

to baseline with overlapping 95% confidence intervals). 767 

 768 

In some cases, we additionally statistically compared drift responses across 769 

conditions (e.g. for right versus left eye). To do this, we defined a measurement 770 

interval based on the timing of the drift response that we observed (50-140 ms in 771 

black or white fixation flash paradigms and 80-140 ms in the spatial frequency and 772 

orientation paradigms). During this interval, we searched for peak eye velocity and 773 

characterized its magnitude and latency. When comparing two measurements (e.g. 774 

right versus left eye peak velocity latency), we used non-parametric Wilcoxon rank 775 

sum tests. When comparing multiple conditions (e.g. 5 different spatial frequencies), 776 
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we used non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis tests. We used non-parametric tests because 777 

our measurements were not normally distributed. 778 
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Figure S1, Related to Figure 1 Short-latency, stimulus-driven ocular position drift response in 
two additional monkeys besides the monkey shown in Fig. 1. This figure is formatted identically to 
Fig. 1. It shows very similar results from two additional monkeys, M and N. (A-F) Monkey M results. (G-
L) Monkey N results. Error bars are defined in all relevant panels. The pink horizontal lines on various 
x-axes denote intervals in which the 95% confidence intervals around the two compared curves did not 
overlap. 
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Figure S2, Related to Figure 1 The ocular position drift response occurred earlier than pupil 
diameter constriction occurring after stimulus onset. We measured pupil diameter in monkey A 
when a stimulus transient (high-contrast, full-screen vertical grating) was presented. The blue curve 
shows the ocular position drift response, replicating the results of Figs. 1, S1 in new experiments (scale 
bar is shown to the left of the 0-ms line). This response was measured with a scleral search coil in the 
left eye. The gray curve shows pupil diameter from the same set of trials, measured with a video-based 
eye tracker aimed at the right eye (the ocular position drift response was unresolvable in the right eye 
with the video-based eye tracker; Methods). To highlight the change in pupil diameter after stimulus 
onset within each trial, we averaged pupil diameter in the final 100 ms before stimulus onset, and we 
then subtracted this average from all pupil measurements within the trial. This aligned the pupil 
measurements across all trials in the y-axis dimension, isolating the relative changes in pupil diameter 
occurring after stimulus onset (Methods). This is a similar approach to our procedures for ocular position 
drift responses (e.g. Fig. 1 and the blue curve in the current figure). As can be seen, the inflection point 
of pupil diameter (indicated by the gray dashed vertical line at 145 ms), demonstrating stimulus-driven 
pupillary constriction, came significantly later than the onset of the ocular position drift response 
(indicated by the light blue dashed vertical line at 98 ms). Each inflection point was obtained by fitting a 
piece-wise linear model to each curve: a linear fit in an early interval before the onset of the ocular 
position drift response or pupil constriction, and a second linear fit in a later interval after the onset of 
the ocular position drift response or pupil constriction. This is similar to methods used earlier for 
estimating smooth pursuit onset latencies [S1]. The two linear fits per curve are shown in red. Error bars 
denote s.e.m. across trials. 
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Figure S3, Related to Figure 2 Small localized stimulus onsets had minimal effects on ocular 
position drifts when compared to larger flashes. (A, B) Horizontal (top row in each panel) and vertical 
(bottom row in each panel) eye position in each of two monkeys (A and M) under different conditions. 
The left column in each panel shows data when small localized flashes were presented in the black 
fixation flash paradigm (Methods; similar results were obtained with the white fixation flash paradigm). 
The right column shows the full-screen flash results of Fig. 2 for comparison. All other conventions are 
like in Fig. 2. As can be seen, the upward drift response with full-screen flashes was much bigger than 
any responses to small localized stimuli. Consistent with this, there was no single contiguous interval 
longer than 8 ms in duration for which horizontal or vertical eye position differed between whether a 
localized flash was presented to the right or to the left of fixation (pink intervals on the x-axis of the 
bottom left panel of B, denoting when the 95% confidence intervals did not overlap with each other 
between the two compared curves). (C, D) Eye velocity measurements for the same data as in A, B. 
There were no time intervals during which the right and left flash eye velocity curves differed from each 
other (that is, there were no pink intervals on x-axes denoting a lack of overlap between 95% confidence 
intervals). We also confirmed that in the interval of 50-140 ms after stimulus onset, peak vertical eye 
velocity was not different between rightward and leftward localized flashes (p=0.64, Z=0.47 for monkey 
A and p=0.92, Z=-0.10 for monkey M; Wilcoxon rank sum test). A similar conclusion was also reached 
for peak horizontal eye velocity (p=0.5, Z=-0.68 for monkey A and p=0.52, Z=-0.65 for monkey M). Error 
bars in all panels denote s.e.m. 
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Figure S4, Related to Figure 4 The ocular position drift response occurred during saccadic 
inhibition, and it also occurred even with nearby saccades. This figure is formatted identically to 
Fig. 4. It shows similar results, but this time from the black fixation flash paradigm using full-screen 
flashes (the white fixation flash paradigm produced similar observations). (A, B) Microsaccade rate after 
full-screen flash onset in each monkey. The gray curve shows baseline microsaccade rate with no 
stimulus transient. (C, D) Ocular position drift response in each monkey during saccade-free fixation. 
To illustrate the timing of the drift response to saccadic inhibition, the dots indicate trial-by-trial rasters 
of microsaccade onset times during fixation. The drift response occurred when microsaccades were 
inhibited. (E, F) In each monkey, we inspected the ocular drift response when microsaccades still 
occurred near stimulus onset (different colors denote different microsaccade times as per the legends). 
The drift response still occurred, as in Fig. 4 with another paradigm and the inclusion of a third monkey. 
Error bars are defined in the respective panels (95% confidence intervals in A, B, and s.e.m. otherwise). 
All other conventions are similar to Fig. 4. 
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Figure S5, Related to Figures 1-4 Independence of the ocular position drift response from 
starting eye position. For each trial of the black fixation flash paradigm (full-screen flashes), we 
measured average eye position in the final 50 ms before stimulus onset. Across trials within a given 
session, this resulted in a population of starting eye positions. We split the trials within a session based 
on the median value of starting vertical eye position. We then measured the ocular position drift 
response for all sessions when only taking the “above” median group of the sessions (purple) and again 
when taking only the “below” median group of all sessions (bluish). (A, B) Position measurements in 
two monkeys. We vertically aligned traces (based on starting position at stimulus onset) in order to 
highlight the relative change in eye position associated with the ocular position drift response (similar to 
how we analyzed data in all other figures; e.g. Fig. 1). (C, D) Eye velocity measurements. In both eye 
position and eye velocity, the ocular drift response measurements were statistically very similar; there 
were no time intervals in which the 95% confidence intervals between the “above” and “below” median 
groups did not overlap with each other. We also confirmed that in the interval of 50-140 ms after stimulus 
onset, peak vertical eye velocity was not different between the two groups (p=0.63, Z=0.48 for monkey 
A and p=0.46, Z=0.74 for monkey M; Wilcoxon rank sum test). All other conventions are similar to our 
other analyses of the ocular position drift response (e.g. Fig. 1). Similar results were obtained with the 
split view stimulus and white fixation flash paradigms (e.g. p=0.32 [Z=-1.01], 0.62 [Z=-0.5] for monkeys 
A and M, respectively, in the white fixation flash paradigm, and p>0.15 [Z=-1.46, -0.82], p>0.2 [Z=-0.55, 
1.27], and p>0.85 [Z=0.01, 0.19] for monkeys A, M, and N, respectively, in the split view stimulus 
paradigm; Z-values reported for right and left darkness for each monkey in the split view stimulus 
paradigm). 
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Figure S6, Related to Figure 4 The drift response was not systematically related to the direction 
of the first microsaccade to occur after it. We searched for the first microsaccade to occur after our 
standard designated saccade-free fixation interval of -100 ms to 200 ms relative to full-screen flash 
onset. Across trials, we then plotted the direction distribution of these first microsaccades. Each row 
shows the stimulus onset condition (left column) and the corresponding control condition without any 
full-screen stimulus flash (right column). (A, B) Black fixation flash paradigm. (C, D) White fixation flash 
paradigm. Similar results were obtained with the split view stimulus paradigm. In all cases, each monkey 
showed a stereotypical distribution of microsaccade directions in the control condition without any 
stimulus onset (e.g. predominantly leftward in the monkey A control data; right column). This distribution 
was largely unaltered after the upward ocular position drift response, despite some idiosyncratic 
variations in the ranges of microsaccade directions that occurred. This is expected: given how small the 
ocular position drift response is (e.g. Fig. 1), its amplitude is much smaller than the amplitude of 
microsaccades, and it is therefore unlikely to trigger a corrective downward microsaccade. 
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